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2015 Block of the Month: February presented by Wendy O 

 

I prefer to cut a slightly larger light and dark square. Draw my line. Sew on either side of the drawn line and after 

pressing I square up to what ever the size of the centre square is for the size of block you have chosen to make. 

Example: instead of cutting two Light and two Dark 3  7/8" for the 9" block, I would cut at least 4" and then after 

the hst's are complete I would square up to 4" to match the Light "B" block which is 4" square. This helps with 

accuracy.  

 

Directions below are for a 12" finished block and the technique is the same for all sizes.                                    

Cut 2 light 5" blocks                                                                                                                                                  

Cut 2 dark 5" blocks  

 

Place a dark on top of a light with wrong sides together. Draw a pencil line diagonally from corner to corner on 

each "set" of blocks. Sew a scant quarter inch on each side of the drawn line. Cut on the drawn line and press 

open to the dark side. Square up (trim) to 4 1/2" square. Set these 4 pieced blocks aside. 

 

Cut 1  light 4 1/2" block 

Cut  4 light 2 1/2" x 4 1/2" rectangles 

Cut  4 dark 2 1/2" x 4 1/2" rectangles 

 

Sew one light and one dark rectangle together right sides together. Repeat with the remaining 3 sets. All 

components are ready to assemble. 

 

Row 1 - sew 1 half sq. Triangle block, 1 pieced triangle block and 1 half sq. Triangle block. Press to outside 

Row 2 - sew 1 pieced rectangle block, 1 light square block and 1 pieced rectangle block. Press to center 

Row 3 - repeat row 1              Join the 3 rows together   

*Refer to the diagram for orientation of the triangle and rectangle blocks. 


